
Continuing with our theme of highlighting the 
institutional wealth management companies we partner 
with, today’s Daily Report includes a chart from 
Mackenzie Financial <here>showing the performance 
of the S&P 500 over the past six decades. As the 
heading says: The ride up is usually bigger than the ride 
down. More, it makes the point that by focussing on the 
long term and staying invested, there is a better chance 
to achieve long term goals.

So why is this? Why over time have Markets gone up 
more than not and why do we believe this will continue 
to be the case going forward? The answer is human 
nature. Specifically, it is intrinsic to our species to imagine, to create, to innovate and to build. From the 
discovery of fire, to the wheel, to language, math, music, flight, to wireless telephony to the splitting of the 
atom, trips to the Moon, the internet and the emergence of nano-technology, human beings are forever 
moving forward. And the advance of equity Markets is, simply put, the way of measuring this and 
assigning a dollar value accordingly. 

Global events from wars to natural disasters to global pandemics temporarily cause us to break stride, but 
before long we’re back running again and the marathon of success continues. What I’ve always found 
curious, is that this information is public domain. And yet if you ask the average person, they’d tell you the 
world is going to Hell in a hand basket. This widely-held position is refuted by the overwhelming evidence 
of history. Throughout the ebb and flow of history there is one great constant: Humankind triumphs over 
adversity every time. Attached <here> is the growth of the Mackenzie Ivy Foreign Equity fund since 
inception October of 1992. This chart is particularly relevant to me, as this was the very first equity fund I 
recommended to clients and the investment experience you see numerically, I have personally lived 
through over almost three decades now. Think of all that has happened since then -headlines from 
around the globe that screamed doom and gloom. Now contrast that with the steady, measured gains of 
the fund, showing that patient capital is rewarded over time. Indeed, unless human nature changes, it is 
our fundamental belief that the ride up will continue to be bigger than the ride down. 

Eyes on the horizon and full steam ahead!

Be safe, be well!

Martin
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https://share.mackenzieinvestments.com/i/WLRBRNoPtZhAzJBuqk1rEmryo03avNnwPB7etACkaNNOMsZLesXwRmpR6UfYJykAfms7umotV15bCfBaMHcK0AEQUALSIGNEQUALSIGN
https://static.twentyoverten.com/5bab86d4e7e32f6280dc7ede/fUsRd632b4r/here.pdf

